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The Implications of COVID-19 on Fear of Financial Collapse
Alexis Reekie
Department of Political Science, Chapman University; Orange, California
Hypotheses:
H 1: Those who have experienced job loss due to the COVID-19 virus are more likely to fear economic and financial collapse. 
H 2: Those who know someone who has died or been hospitalized from COVID-19 are more likely to fear economic and 
financial collapse. 
H 3: The more one has consumed media throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the more likely one is to fear economic and 
financial collapse. 
Introduction to Research
This study explores how COVID-19 has impacted 
American’s fear of financial collapse and outlook 
on personal finance and economics. 
Media 
The Effect of media representation on 
individuals' levels of fear and developing 
perceptions of the world around them (Wilson, 
93). 
 Health Epidemics & Pandemics 
Response and impact of the Influenza, AIDS, 
SARS, and Ebola viruses serve as examples of 
previous attitudes and reactions to global health 
crises. 
Fear-mongering, bankruptcy filings, and 
misrepresentation and politization. 
 Fear around economic and financial security 
 Market crashes and financial collapse are not 
exceptionally common, which may be a 
possible explanation for the lack of journalistic 
knowledge in the media (Basu, 32). 
Information is not exclusively spread from 
professionals and therefore is subject to 
misinformation (Bialy, 74). 
Layoffs and loss of income for individuals. The 
US economy is projected to take years to 
recover, with many of the now unemployed 
individuals unlikely to return to their previous 
positions (Barrero, Bloom, & Davis, 349).
COVID-19
- Specifics
- Over 28 million layoffs, creating job 
insecurity and lowering average income 
levels (Barrero, Bloom, & Davis, 330). 
- 2020 taxation and spending are 
indicative of and unstable economy that 
will take around 2 years to return to pre-
pandemic levels. This length of time 
increases exponentially as the length of 
time we are in the pandemic increases 
(Barrero, Bloom, & Davis, 349). 
- Lasting Impact
- Loss of jobs and overall economic 
insecurity for individuals and nations 
alike. 
- Permanent layoffs and GDP in a state of 
needing years to recover (Barrero, 
Bloom, & Davis, 331). 
- Classified as a pandemic, which is 
determined in its reach globally (Morens, 
Folkers, & Fauci, 1020). 
Conclusions
- The COVID-19 pandemic effected a great
number of individuals in various ways. The
economic impacts specifically played a huge role
in determining the fear and values of Americans
over the past 2 years, and likely will continue this
pattern as the pandemic progresses. The
importance of this research lies in understanding
how the effects of the pandemic are reaching
individuals and their outlook and current standing
with economics both nationally and personally.
- Those who had direct impacts on their lives from
the virus were more inclined to fear financial
collapse, highlighting the correlation.
Data
H 1: Job Loss v. Economic Collapse 
H 2: Known Contraction & Fear of Economic Collapse 
H 3: Media Consumption v. Economic Collapse 
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Findings
H 1: Job Loss & Fear of Economic Collapse
Those who had lost their jobs permanently and
temporarily due to the COVID-19 virus are generally
more afraid of economic and financial collapse than
individuals who did not lose their jobs due to the
pandemic.
Those who did not lose their jobs overall were less
afraid of economic collapse than those who did
experience job loss.
H 2: Known Death & Fear of Economic Collapse
Those who experienced direct loss or knew someone 
who had been hospitalized due to the corona virus 
showed an increase in fear of economic and financial 
collapse. At the same time, individuals who did not 
personally know someone who had been severely 
affected by catching the virus were less likely to fear 
economic collapse, supporting this hypothesis. 
H 3: Media Consumption & Fear of Economic 
Collapse
Those with an increased media consumption were more 
afraid of economic and financial collapse, while the less 
individuals consumed media, the less fear they had.
These tables are representative of the Wave 7
(2020) sample, testing individuals during the
coronavirus.
The individuals who experienced job loss include 
both permanent and temporary lay-offs, focusing 
entirely on job loss that is a result of COVID-19. 
These individuals may not have been predisposed to 
concern surrounding economic or financial collapse, 
yet when the effects of the virus are felt personally 
and impact their own lives and family in an economic 
manner, this appears to heighten fear of great 
economic depression or collapse.  
The individuals who had personally known someone who had 
either passed away or been hospitalized due to effects of the 
coronavirus tended to fear economic and financial collapse 
more than those who did not know anyone personally. 
Whether this is due to the economic burden of hospitalization 
or a refocus on the effects nationally of the virus after the 
experience, this data directly supports the hypothesis. 
